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Summary

In the following an overview of progress made during the first year of activity within the above-said
Research Contract is given. The work carried out or started is outlined and concisely described. The
more detailed description of the activities will be made in full closing technical report relevant to all
tasks of the Project. However, for the task I the full technical report is enclosed.

The final report will provide a full description of the work carried out and the results obtained.

Recalling of Research Project Objectives and Main Work Tasks

The overall objectives of the presented research Contract are to provide a better insight into the
actual expected seismic response of existing civil engineering structures of Slovak NPPs, taking into
account the present knowledge about the influence of subsoil properties and soil-structure interaction
effects.

The worked out study has the aim to discuss the availability of previous works results and
methodologies and to judge their suitability for reinterpretation and new analysis.

Experimental data base gives the soil characteristics and their variation as is necessary to be used for
the dynamic analysis of structural systems.

The purposing program of additional measurement and common utilisation of facilities and records
already obtained can improve or confirm the loading and material input data for the calculation
model.

Work carried out

consists from theoretical-numerical analysis of soil-structure interaction and

the description of experimental results obtained in the Institute.

Task I. Study about soil-structure interaction effects under different soil conditions

The theoretical and numerical analysis of soil-structure interaction is based on the analysis of
previous data and knowledge with the aim to describe better and more realistically the expected
seismic behaviour of structures in case of stronger seismic event.

The theoretical background of problem was analysed and numerically tested. The derived procedures
were used in calculation codes and compared with the results obtained by more simplified
approaches.

The results show the acceptance of the used method and the influence of the variation of used data.
The method is conveniently usable in connection with FEM calculations of seismic response.

The more detailed description of the problem is presented in the enclosed report to the task I.



Task II. Experimental tests of the soil materials

This task was connected firstly with the collection and the review of previous experimental data
obtained by different authors for NPP EMO.

The field experiments of vibration from explosions were subjected to more detailed analysis with the
description of static and dynamic properties of subsoil materials.

Laboratory research was concentrated to the investigation of static and dynamic stiffness and
strength parameters of rock prism samples.

There were was tested:

29 samples in non-destructive resonant test - to obtain the dynamic modulus of elasticity and
damping ratio for low strains,

6 samples in compression - to obtain the compression modulus of elasticity, Poisson ratio and
strength in simple compression,

3 samples in tension under bending - to obtain the strength in tension, under bending and tension
modulus of elasticity,

3 samples in simple tension - to obtain the strength in simple tension.

Obtained characteristics are usable for the analysis of limit states of supporting materials as well as
the spare carrying capacity of subsoil. The dynamic soil-structure interaction in subsoil conditions of
the most important structures of NPP EMO need not be taken into account.

Detailed results will be presented in closing technical report.

Task IDL. Project of possible supplementary tests of soil materials of EBO

The realised tests of previous authors were analysed and the comparison was done between different
approaches.

The analysis includes the discussion of instrumentation, expected properties and available
procedures.

Recommendations were elaborated as to prepare and to use the long-term monitoring of vibration
activity at the site.

More detailed results will be presented in closing technical report..

Bratislava, July 1995
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FOREWORD

The elaboration of this study was originated due to several reasons. Firstly, in the last period the new
approaches appeared in the design, calculation and judgement of structures subjected to seismic
effects. The Eurocodes' scheme supposed their introduction and harmonisation with existing national
codes via national application documents. National application documents can to some degree
modify the demands and criteria of Eurocodes, so far they are dependent from local conditions or
they are supported by another codes and demands of the respective country. The philosophy of
Eurocode 8 Seismic Effects on Structures is based on more sophisticated approach. More
complicated calculations are required for the design. The present definition of seismic loading uses
as design criteria the peak ground acceleration and the design response spectrum. According to
Eurocode 8 it means higher seismic loading and limited applications of simplified quasistatic
calculations.

The key problem seems to be the definition and specification of reasonable and practically applicable
procedures to calculate the seismic response of structures mostly those based on medium or soft
subsoil. Obviously, we cannot avoid some simplifications with regard to economy and the computer
time spent for the calculations. The compromises are necessary between the scientific ideas of the
problem solutions and procedures acceptable for practice.

This work describes the own opinions and experiences obtained from analysis of different seismic
records, the knowledge from own measurements, analysis of seismic motion transfer through layered
subsoil, the seismic response analysis with regard to the theory of limit states of structures. Besides of
own results and knowledge, the data from related works of other authors were used, as they were
available in the time of elaboration of this study.

1 INTRODUCTION

The aim of seismic engineering is to design and build safer structures, where dynamic resistance can
fulfil the reliability demands. Before adopting new, more sophisticated calculation methods it should
be decided which procedures are sufficiently verified and acceptable.

Seismic effects on civil engineering structures and technology equipment are considerably dependent
from properties of the subsoil. In related literature and in standards we can meet 3 - 4 or more
groups of subsoil (see e.g. Martin G.R., Dobry R., 1994), the basic distribution considers rock or stiff
soil and soft soil. While the first case considers the soil-structure interaction can be neglected, in the
second case it should be taken into account.

The structures built on soft sedimentary subsoil need more complicated seismic response calculation.
It has been proved that

a) Seismic motion on the surface of terrain is different from that in the depth below the
surface. Successively, the input seismic acceleration time history depends from the depth of the
bottom of foundation of the analysed structure. If two neighbouring structures have different
depth of foundation, their kinematic - seismic excitation can be different. Eurocode 8 proposes
limits of reduced seismic acceleration at the foot of foundation, so it cannot be reduced
more than to 65 % of the surface peak ground acceleration.

b) Behaviour of the structure on ductile subsoil is frequency dependent. Parameters of ductility
and damping are dependent from the shape and geometrical dimensions of the foundation, its
depth below the surface, and from dynamic properties of subsoil.



2 FREE FIELD SEISMIC MOTION

Free field seismic motion is defined as the motion of free field surface excited by seismic event, but it
is not influenced either the structures responses of another sources of vibration. The plain surface is
considered without any morphologic anomalies.

Theoretical solution of seismic waves propagation come to knowledge about the vibration changes
with the depth. This problem was experimentally followed mostly for surface or near surface sources.
During last 5-6 years the deep seismic stations obtained records of variable seismic vibration related
to the depth below the surface. If we know the stratigraphic column at the analysed site and the
dynamic properties of soil layers materials we can compare measured and calculated seismic motions
on the surface and in the different depth. The procedure considers as input the seismic motion at the
base rock. Another approach starts from the prescribed motion on the ground surface to which the
corresponding base rock motion is calculated and the motion at those levels where the knowledge of
the time history had to be known, (see e.g. Lungu et al., 1994, IAEA TECDOC-724, 1993). By
such approach we purposely separate the local effects from those coming through the seismic source
mechanism and the path between the source and the site.

The known so called "blind predictions" are used for verification of reliability of different algorithms
and computer codes used for the forecasting of strong seismic motion on the soil surface using the
records of similar earthquakes or weak earthquake records both on base rock and the soil surface.
Such verifications need the geotechnical data mostly about dynamic properties of soil layers.
Comparing results of different methods (using models ID, 2D, 3D) with the strong motion records it
is seen (e.g. Tohma et al., 1992), that either with some variance it is possible to calculate from base
rock motion the resulting motion on the ground surface and through the depth. Modelling of subsoil
using 2D and 3D models has large computer demands. More detailed finite element model supposes
both models of subsoil and the structure. For practical purposes it is sufficient to use ID model
because of its availability and simple definitions. In many cases the results of ID model better
answers to measured values comparing to other methods. It can be influenced by properties of
analysed earthquakes and need not be generally valid.

Vertically propagated seismic shear waves can be simply solved with the reflection and refraction at
the layer boundaries and it is no problem to introduce the non-linear parameters when the vibration
overcross linear region. We can solve the basic task - propagation of seismic waves from base rock
to the soil surface and also the inverted problem - the task of calculation of original motion in subsoil
which is related to known surface time history.

The decision depends from data which are available for the problem solution. Knowing seismic
motion on the soil surface we can derive the motion at the level of foundation foot of the structure.
If we know the seismic motion on the rock surface and the structure will be placed on sedimentary
layered subsoil, we can use the inverted task to calculate the seismic motion at the base rock and the
basic task to calculate seismic motion time history at the foundation foot level and at the ground
surface. Similar procedure can be used for simplified analysis of vertical vibration considering the
vertical longitudinal waves propagation.

In rock material there is larger wave propagation velocity and smaller damping. Therefore when
calculating the base rock motion from the motion of rock surface, it is simply considered that
frequency wave propagation influences are low and need not be considered in the calculations. This
statement is exactly valid for zero damping, but it can be accepted also at low damping (about 0.5
%). The base rock is sometimes simulated by artificial boundary or near rock layer in the appropriate
depth. The artificial boundary is defined by minimum shear wave velocity according the accepted
codes and standards. We can meet the limit 1100 m/s (ASCE Standard, 1986), 900 m/s (ISO 6258.
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1985), 800 m/s (Eurocode 8, 1992, 1994), 700 m/s (Japan, Kakimi T , 1994), or the latest proposal
for UBC gives the value 750 m/s (Martin G. R. and Dobry R., 1994).

The Eurocode 8 defines the seismic actions starting from peak ground acceleration on the rock
surface. The corresponding seismic zones are different from those used nowadays, which were
derived from isoseismal maps based mostly in Slovak conditions on macroseismic observations.
Macroseismic intensity is determined on the observations and it is expressing the worst influences of
seismic effects on human feelings, damage of structures and the geological media.
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On the other hand, the acceleration of the rock can be considered as more steady characteristic
which is less influenced by different local conditions. The sedimentary layered subsoil can be the
reason that the seismic motion on the free field surface is modified in relation to the rock motion
either to higher or lower values. Prevailingly it means the amplification of original seismic motion.
Similarly in relation to civil engineering structures, the resulting seismic effect can be amplified or
suppressed. In practical situation the local effects are not spread through large areas but they are
considered only for those structures where such approach can be approved by soil properties and the
foundation system. The results of similar analysis can be seen in Fig. 1, describing the dependence of
medium peak ground acceleration on soft subsoil in relation to the rock obtained from the USA
earthquakes records mostly those from Loma-Prieta (Idriss I.M., 1990). The general information
about mean maximum accelerations and prevailing periods on the rock is given in Figs. 2, 3
according Das B., 1983. These dependences can be used in our conditions as no other information is
available. However, it must be reminded that the peak ground acceleration and response spectra
criteria are not self sufficient characteristics. The final seismic response and seismic resistance is
influenced also by number of extremal loading cycles, the duration of the record and the phase
distribution of frequency components in the seismic acceleration time histories.

Let now suppose that we know the base rock seismic motion time history given by three translation
components x(t), y(t), z(t), in the form of acceleration, velocity or displacement.

The vibration of layered subsoil can be solved using the algorithms of wave propagation solution or
discrete methods like finite element method FEM or lumped mass approach, applying the codes as
SHAKE or FLUSH.

In the first approach we must consider the frequency content in the wave propagation. The Fourier
transform creates vectors of real and imaginary parts of harmonic components of input time histories.
The second approach uses the lumped mass distribution and the response solution similar to those
applied in the solution of building structures or in FEM applications!



3 DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF LAYERED SUBSOIL

Let us describe the wave propagation firstly for linear behaviour. The elastic homogeneous isotropic
halfspace is considered. In orthogonal co-ordinate system x, y, 2 the space unit element is
described by equations

p-—- = — r — V —=—, (1)

F df- dx cy dz

d2v _ dcy dxy* dxyx

d2w _ doz din

where "

ax = 2Gsx + X(sx +sy+ sz), (4)

Cy = IGZy + X(SX +Sy+ SZ) , (5)

G2 = 2Gsz + X(sx + sy + sz), (6)

•Zxy^Gjxy, 1XZ = GjXZ, Xyz^Gjyz, (7)

I _ £ V E

v is Poisson coefficient, X is Lame constant, E is Young modulus of elasticity, G is shear modulus.

Using the known dependences for volumetric strains

£ x = & ' Sy=dy'> Sz = ~dz~> {

shear strains

_ dv_ du_ _ ^Hi , du_ _ §w_ 5v

longitudinal (dilatation) wave velocities Cp

and shear wave velocities Cs

•̂i = f, (12)

we can write the equations of motion for 3D - space system as follows:



05)

If we consider the motion only in x-z plane, then 2D - plane equation system is

(17)

and if we consider only vertical propagation of shear seismic waves, then ID - line system is
described by

or

Attenuation characteristics for seismic waves propagation in soil deposits are important factor to
calculate the seismic motion on ground surface. It is convenient to use the theory of complex
modulus of elasticity, where the damping is introduced directly into equations of motion. Let us
describe mechanical properties of soil material via complex moduli G*, E*, where

G*=G(l+i2Q, (20)

E*=E(l+i2Q, (21)

and C is the damping ratio.

Analysing the case of vertically propagating seismic shear waves, we can write instead of equation
(19)

C ( 2 2 )

As far

C;2=(l+i2QCl (23)

the solution of equation (22) can be written

u(:J)=e<-i-^'f(~). (24)

Then

(i-0Vf(:) = C f ^ . (25)



Introducing

f(.-)=e«"*.

it is

(26)

(27)

or

(28)

u(z, t) =e

(29)

(30)

10* e (Hi)

Fig. 4. Complex shear modulus G* in dependence from frequency and time for loess and bentonite
(according to Martincek G, 1983)

Damping and stiffness parameters of soil materials can be determined from field and laboratory tests
of soils (see e.g.. Das B. M., 1983, or Matys M., 1990). Complex moduli G*, E* are frequency
dependent. Besides of that some materials (loess, clays, bentonite, etc.) show the time rheological
changes in stiffness and damping. This phenomenon is supposed to be connected with changes in the
moisture, porosity and microstructure of soils. Examples from laboratory tests obtained at harmonic
excitation are in Figs. 4-7 (Martincek G., 1983).

The problem of reflection and refraction of seismic waves at the adjacent boundaries was solved by
many authors. The presented solution is fully based on complex modulus theory. The ID problem of
shear wave propagation in the direction perpendicular to the boundary is described by (Fig. 8)

/r(0=/t(0Pl.2, (31)

/t(/)=/i(/)au, (32)

where/ (/) is incident shear wave coming from the layer 1, / ( / ) is the wave transferred into layer 2,
and fr(t) is the wave reflected from the boundary into layer 1.
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Coefficients aik, |3(Jt are

a,*
1 + ^

(33)

(34)

where the second index aik, p(Jt, denotes the layer into which the wave is entering, and the complex
shear wave velocity (".% is marked by the index of respective soil layer. For multi-layered subsoil is
then (Fig. 9)
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together with application of the complex modulus theory. This approach is directly applicable only
for harmonic source seismic motion. The transient source seismic motion needs the decomposition
using integral transforms. At zero damping the solution is similar as in the case without complex
modulus application, therefore no integral decomposition is necessary.

3.1 Numerical examples

As the first example we present here the calculation of three layered subsoil with parameters given in
Table 1.

Table 1. Properties of analysed three-layered soil profile

Layer

Base rock

1
2

Upper

i

0

1
2

3

H,

(m)

-

100

50

50

Cs,
(m/s)

3000

300

600

800

Pi

(kg m-3)

2500

600

1000

1500

Q

0)
0

0

0

0

(2)
0.05

0.03

0.067

0.213
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Input signal was considered as harmonic with duration ts= 5T, Tis the period, the time step used
At = 0,002 s, analysed time interval t = 3 s. Extremal values of the response were followed for
frequency range 0.2 - 20 Hz , the frequency step A/= 0.2 Hz. The peaks in the response spectra
denote the influence of transfer properties of individual soil layers. If we consider in the calculation
the frequency dependent damping, the case 2 shows the falling down of the response with increasing
frequency (Figs. 10, 11). General transient input signal must be at the beginning of calculations
subjected to frequency decomposition. The transfer through multi-layered subsoil is changing time
histories and response spectra in different depths (Figs. 12, 13).

The equations (35), (36) were derived from equilibrium conditions of the shear stresses at the
boundaries of adjacent layers. At the free field surface the resulting motion is us(j) = 2Dn(t).
Applications of plane and space models 2D, 3D are usually used to analyse morphology influences
near peaks of hills, in mountains saddle backs, sedimentary basins, at the slopes of embankments,
cuttings, etc. Free field surface seismic motion is influenced by properties of the source and the path.
Soil layers transfer characteristics modify resulting seismic motion similarly like transfer
characteristics of structures. Therefore, in resulting seismic motion is hidden the original
amplitude-frequency composition of input source signal, which is modified by the path between the
source and the site and also by dynamic transfer characteristics of local subsoil. Besides of that, in
case of strong seismic motion the non-linear phenomena can appear in the dynamic behaviour of
upper soil layers, at least those which are situated near the surface.
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3.2 Non-linear effects in subsoil

In vibrating layered subsoil we must identify the regions where remarkable non-linear effects can
appear. Usually, there are some parts of soft soil layers near surface of embankments, cuttings and
sometimes also in some deeper plastic layers. The complex modulus theory can be spread into
non-linear region using separate functions for real and imaginary parts as follows:

G'*(y, x) = GR(y, T) + Gi(y, T) , E*(s,G)=ER(s,a)+El(e,a). (37)

The problem can be solved using e.g. finite element method or finite difference method. In case of
finite differences the unit space element (Fig. 14) can be described

Ui.jJ:.r+\ - lUjj.k.r
2

Vi-\j~\Jc.r

H,.j-\.k.r

i-\jjc+\.r

+ U,.j.k-\.r ~ (38)

using the time step At and grid increment As.
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In the plane task at x,z co-ordinate system, it is valid for point i,k in the time step r

{c\-c\
UiJc.r+\ = -i:

(39)

X (Ui+[Jc+l,r ~ Ui+\Jc-\.r ~ Ui-\Jc+\jr + llj-\Jc-\,r) 7 T "

(40)

Non-linear dependences in complex moduli E*, G* are transferred into non-linear wave velocities
Cp, Cs . In the numerical procedure the discrete form of solution is applied. In case of ID line
problem according to Eq. (18) with direct implementation of shear stresses we obtain the equation

• 2

(41)

Considering that in limited region A/CS(T) no change appear in variable velocity of shear waves
CS(T), or in shear modulus G*(y,x). Then we can write

ltk.r-\ ~Uk,r ,-,*
k.r), Xk+\.r=

Cs(Xk+l.r)At

or

//fc.r+1 = 2llk.r ~ "k.r-\ + ^ ((Uk.r ~ Hk.r-\ O'/t+t.r-l ~

(42)

(43)
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results.

In calculation of seismic response of the structure we consider the input either at base rock or at
another reasonable level, which can be considered as supplying base rock. Obviously, each
earthquake record is resulting from the source mechanism and transfer characteristics of soil layers
through which the signal is transferred. The peaks in the seismic response are originating from the
coincidence of respective input frequency component with some natural frequency of layered
subsoil.
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Fig. 16. Distribution of layered subsoil into sub-layers using substituting shear model with
lumped masses (according to Das B. M., 1983)
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The described procedure of the shear waves transfer via ID layered subsoil applies analytical
functions which describe phase shifts in strata subsoil applicable for any distance of boundaries. The
higher frequency components must be considered through small time step, in some cases it can be
combined with interpolation procedure. The advantage of this approach is in simple modelling both
thick and thin layers and in the clear phase shift in vibration time histories as is resulting from theory
of wave propagation.

Another popular procedure is modelling subsoil by shear stiff model similarly as the case of shear
beam model. The known algorithm, applied according Seed H.B., Idriss I.M., 1968 (see e.g.
program SHAKE) is utilised in following steps.

• Soil profile which consists of soil layers of different properties will be split into sub-layers of the
thickness as 2 ht and at their boundaries the lumped masses mi, are placed corresponding to the
half of mass of respective sub-layer with the density pf (Fig. 16).

• Lumped masses are connected by horizontal springs, which simulate the shear stiffness.
kx = GJ' 2hi . Thus, stiffness matrix is triple diagonal, symmetric and containing elements

^•i-i,! = ~KA > Ka =kjA+ki, Kj+iJ = -kj .

• Next calculation is similar to those used for the calculation of the structural response in case of
lumped mass model, applying modal analysis in time domain, or direct integration methods in
time domain. During the calculation process the displacement characteristics can be completed by
stresses and according to the stress state to introduce non-linear stiffness and damping.. The
proper choice of the thickness of sub-layers depends from shear modulus, density of the layer and
from the maximum frequency hidden in the input seismic signal.

The shear strain y, among levels /-! , / is

/2h, .

Then shear stress zl among levels /-I, / is
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Let us consider to have the k-th subsoil layer with properties defined by Hk , Gk , pk . Its natural
frequencies are

and the first natural period is for //= I Tt, = 4 Hk I

Keeping the prescribed exactness of solution ERS, the necessary number of sub-layers can be
prepared using the graph in Fig. 17. The number of sub-layers Nk is successively calculated for all
layers, so the total number of calculated sub-layers is N - X Nk.

Following the stability criteria of calculations in time domain, the time step At must be consistent
with minimum considered natural period Tn (answering to maximum natural frequency) according
to the type of integration

• in case of step time integration without iteration

mm Tm = 2 At,

• in case of application iteration cycles according to Newmark integration

min r w = 5 A/.

Using our experiences it can be stated that the time step is bounded not only with the numeric
stability of calculations but also with the exactness of description of input time histories. In case of
their short duration it is more suitable to use the period answering to 10 At instead of 5 At.

For solution of subsoil, which is defined by multi lumped mass model, the any available FEM code
can be used, provided the necessary motion only in horizontal direction. In case of stronger seismic
motions, the non-linear dependences can be introduced either by secant modulus, or by hyperbolic or
Ramberg-Osgood model.

3.3 Properties and possibilities of weak earthquakes applications

Strong seismic motion records are successively accumulating in those countries where sufficient
seismic network exists and the stronger earthquakes have short period of occurrence. However,
there exist many countries with medium or low seismicity, with the lack of instrumental records of
stronger earthquakes. Partial help can be expected from utilisation of weak seismic motions where
can be utilised some degree of similarity in local transfer influence on final properties either weaker
or stronger seismic motions. In such cases the priority of transfer properties of upper soil layers is
considered against the properties of original source signal and the path. But records f from territory
of Slovakia are applicable for time-frequency analysis only in limited extension. There are few
reasons: un-appropriate time base, unsuitable amplification, non-linear transfer characteristics of
instruments, limited choice of pickups and insufficient verification of instrumentation set properties
without deep checking. The better case are some records from the database of weak earthquakes
records which were registered by Geofyzika Brno in near region of NPP Jaslovske Bohunice. The
reviews of these measurements are in works of Cidlinsky K. et al, 1990, etc., summary report was
elaborated by Simunek P. and Sekeres J., 1992.

We present here some examples of response spectra of weak earthquakes records. Figs. 18a, 18b
show acceleration response spectra calculated for damping ratio 0.005; 0.02; 0.05; 0.07; 0.1.
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Fig. 18. Response spectra of chosen weak earthquakes records from near region of
NPPEBO

Maximum expected response for single mass system is calculated for frequency range 0.2-30 Hz.
The analysed records were measured on rock, the pickups were placed in sheeted bore holes in the
depth of 6 m. In both case very weak vibrations were registered . Local magnitude of earthquake E1
was calculated to be M = 2.02; and for earthquake E2 it was M=2.4. Epicentral distance of the
place of registration was 15,75 km at earthquake El and 24,94 km at earthquake E2. The orientation
of the resultant displacement vector shows the prevailing motion in north up to north-northeast
direction (Fig. 19).

If we want to include into calculations the transfer of seismic waves through layered subsoil, the
input motion at the base bed rock must be defined. The possibilities and available procedures are as
follows.

a) application of simulated general random signal and its multiplication by appropriately chosen time
function. It should create the independent translation components x, y, z of the resultant motion.
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The frequency components must approximately cover the prescribed seismic response spectra.
The artificial seismic motion is transferred through layered soil to obtain the time histories at the
levels of interest.

b) application of strong motion records, recorded on the rock. The choice is usually connected with
the World data bank of strong seismic motion. It is necessary to keep the similarity of following
characteristics - epicentral distance, peak ground acceleration, the depth of foci and if possible
also the geology of path between the source and the site. The records are transferred to the bed
rock and after the frequency decomposition they are used as the input for soil transfer.

c) application of weak earthquakes records, recorded in the near region of the site on the bedrock.
The records must be modified with regard to mean amplitudes of strong seismic motions. The low
frequency range should be checked and if necessary provided by necessary adjustments. Next
procedure is similar as in case b).

d) in the case of seismic stations with the pickups in deep bore holes, near analysed structures at the
levels of the foundation foot, the obtained records can be directly used for the seismic response
calculations, provided necessary amplitude adjustments. Some modifications of transfer properties
and the non-linear behaviour of soil can be expected only in upper soil layer.
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Fig.. 19. Extremal deflections from the record of earthquake El from near region of EBO

Each of used parameters covers some degree of uncertainties depending on the number and quality
of available information and data. The checking quantities are usually peak ground acceleration and
the shape of response spectra on soil surface for all basic translation directions x, y, z. To use these
characteristics for all area of NPP (in case of WWER sites it takes few km2) it must be confirmed
that there are not larger abrupt changes and differences in soil profile. Therefore, the prescribed site
surface peak ground accelerations and the response spectra shall be considered as characteristics of
limit seismic loading, which must be in equilibrium with appropriate seismic resistance of structures
and technology systems. We call it the limit loading because there exist cases where described
criterion is not reasonable. It concerns the situations when the upper soil layers behave as seismic
isolation system. This can be reached by improvement of soil properties or by exchange the material
from some layers of subsoil. Alternatively, in some circumstances the natural seismo-isolation effect
can be present in subsoil, which can substantially reduce the seismic motion on the surface. Naturally,
in both cases the positive effect must be proved. For field experiments the cross-hole tests with
impulse loading are convenient to fix the dynamic properties of materials in soil profile. The long
term seismic observations can be supported by seismic registrations in different depth below the
surface in the area of NPP. The cross-hole tests give more exact quantities for the numerical solution.
From the records of weak and medium seismic motions through the height of soil profile we can
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justify the frequency content and the reached maximum amplitudes. The agreement in basic
characteristics of measured vibrations and those obtained from numerical analysis proves the
appropriateness of the parameters used.

4 CALCULATION SCHEMES OF SOIL-STRUCTURE SYSTEM

In the approach we will concentrate the attention to the structures which are based near surface or in
larger depth. It is supposed that in some distance from the structure the vibration influence of the
structure on the surrounding media can be neglected. This assumption allows us to solve
independently from structure the response in different depth considering reasonable number of nodes
(Fig. 20a). The boundary conditions can be incorporated into FEM model. Appropriate FEM codes

of FEM can be used to solve the numerical task.
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Fig. 20. Calculation schemes of structure on subsoil

Another approach considers the structural behaviour similar to the motion of rigid body in the lower
parts and the simplified flexible behaviour of upper parts of structure. In such case we can solve the
seismic response of subsoil, foundation and structure simultaneously (Fig. 20b) using the boundary
nodes to define the ground motion and the interaction effects between structure and subsoil. The
additional P- and S- waves excited by the vibration of structure are transferred into vibration of
subsoil. These additional motions excited by structure can be considered to be negligible at some
distance from the structure.

When starting the calculation from known seismic motion on the base bed rock we have for each
time step the values of the response in stiffness centre of structure and secondary at the points of
boundary. The temporary relative displacements at the boundary are propagating into surrounding
medium as shear and body waves.

4.1 Example of the stiff body on layered subsoil

We will present here the vibration of stiff block foundation, placed at the surface of the ground.
Considering its dynamic response in the plane x, z, the equations of motion are as follows (Juhasova
E., Kolekova Y., 1986 (Fig. 21.) :

m u

/cp

(0 = -mx

(44)

Dimensions of analysed block foundation are h_ = 3 m, bx = 8 m, bv = 6 m, pb = 2.5 t m"3, m = 360 t,
/,. = 2190 t nr. Its natural frequencies are fx = 8.6 Hz,/, = 18.37 Hz. Seismic response of this system



was calculated for damping ratio C = 0; 0-15; 0.30. In numerical analysis the layered subsoil was
considered as single-layered,, with following parameters:

Cso= 1200ms-';p0 = 2 t n r \ ("si = 600ms'1; p, = 1.2tnT3;/7i =200m.

Transient seismic motion at the base bed rock was the input function
for calculation. The time step was chosen At = 0.005 s. The
comparison of bounded and separated vibration shows the differences
which are higher or smaller. The used approach removes the
calculation discrepancy between the motion of the foundation foot
and the motion of subsoil. (Figs. 22, 23, 24, according to Juhasova
and Kolekova, 1986). The resultant motion is influenced both by
dynamic characteristics of subsoil and those of structure. Another
effect which can appear in the response is the interaction of vibration
of neighbouring structures transferred through ductile subsoil. In case
of scheme B it means the increasing of calculation model, the scheme
A considers one common calculation model of near structures and
reasonable part of subsoil used for FEM calculation.
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Fig. 21. The scheme of stiff
foundation

Fig. 22. The calculation scheme of foundation and loading harmonic motion

Considering the seismic waves propagation in subsoil and observing the effect of soil structure
interaction, we can see the positive or negative influences on the resultant response. Especially
dangerous is multi-resonant effect in seismic response undesirable both for structure and subsoil. On
the other hand we can observe or define such soil layers composition, which can suppress such
effects and minimise the seismic motion on the surface and near surface. This can be reached by
reasonable improvement of transfer and damping properties of upper layers of subsoil. The example
of response modification using the changes in upper 4 m of soil is in Fig. 25.

5 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR FEM CALCULATIONS

For practical purposes the simplified procedures must be considered, with acceptable demands on
designers. It is e.g. the case of separate solution of the structure with modelling the boundary
conditions by spring and damping boundary elements and applying the impedance functions.

The solution of stiff foundation vibration on subsoil was successively elaborated using cylindrical
foundation, rectangular one, on the surface, or embedded into the ground, and also with using
foundations of more general shapes (see e.g. Richart F.E. et al. 1970, Das B.M., 1983, Gazetas G.,
1987, Novak M., 1978, etc.). The basic idea of all solution is the frequency dependence in the
dynamic response of foundation and its bounding with the wave velocities in subsoil.



Fig. 23. Seismic response of stiff foundation on layered subsoil
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Fig. 24. Extremes of seismic response with and without considering soil-structure interaction
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Venical vibration of cylindrical foundation on the halfspace is described by:

stiffness of unit spring

A-_- = 4 O 0 / ( I - v ) , (45)

unit damping element

c= = (3A/(\-v))rlJpCT' (46)

In case of horizontal vibration is

stiffness of unit spring

kx = 3 2( 1 - v)Gro/(7 - 8 v), (47)

unit damping element

c x = (18,4(1 -v ) / (7 -8v) ) r~^G~ (48)

or

J (49)
v - is Poisson coefficient,
rQ - is radius of cylindrical foundation.

The rectangular foundation uses the compensatory radius with:

/•Q = JBL/K - for translate motion,

or

TQ = ^BL^/3% - for rotation motion.

The vertical vibration of rectangular foundation is given by:

stiffness of unit spring

(50)

damping unit element:

c= = 0.85kzr0jG/p. (51)

For horizontal vibration of rectangular foundation it is:

stiffness of unit spring:

kx = 2(l+v)GpxjBL, (52)

damping unit element:

Jpla (53)
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fc.p,

Fig. 26. Coefficients (3X, Pz used for vibration of rectangular foundation

B - is the width of the foundation in the direction, perpendicular to the direction of horizontal
excitation,

L - is the length of foundation in the direction of horizontal excitation.

The used coefficients {3x, pz are in ASCE Standard, 1986 as they were taken from Richart F.E. et
al., 1970 and they are dependent from the aspect ratio L/B. Supposing to use only translate boundary
elements in the FEM scheme, we do not present here the equations used for torsion and rocking
vibration (Fig. 26).

Simplified procedure to calculate the stiffness and damping parameters for the foundation of arbitrary
shape is described in works of Gazetas G., Tassoulas J.L., 1987a, 1987b. The authors include into
comparative study also the effect of embedment and the influence of the height of side walls and the
effect of thickness of sedimentary layer on halfspace The damping characteristics include both the
effect of internal damping and the radiation damping. Nowadays, this approach seems to be
sufficiently acceptable for practical applications.

The pile foundations can be solved using the approaches elaborated by Novak M., 1978, Das B.M.,
1983 and others.
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6 CONCLUSION

The design of structural systems with larger seismic capability and resistance is connected with few
conditions. In the first order it is appropriate definition of seismic loading. The adopted classical
approach uses response spectra method but it cover several problematic points. Firstly it is
insufficiency of method to account the influence of frequency components phase in loading and the
response. The replacement of actual multi-mode seismic response by RMS (root mean square)
response can cause too low result considering small number of natural modes, or at large number the
calculation results can several times overcross the actual seismic response. Also the local
non-linearity can be better identified using solution in time domain. In the range of very low
frequencies one must distinguish the pseudo-acceleration response spectra (important for civil
engineering structures) and the absolute acceleration response spectra (important for secondary
seismic loading of technology systems and equipment inside of the structure). This effect can be very
low or more significant and depends from the participation of individual frequency components in
seismic loading, usually in the range below 1 Hz. The example of compared spectra and
pseudo-spectra is in Fig. 27. Separate question comes from procedures recommended by standards
to describe the effect of soil-structure interaction and the influence of different subsoil on the shape
of seismic response spectra. The latest proposals (see e.g. Martin G.R., Dobry R., 1994) are directed
to the splitting of shape and values of standard seismic response spectra in relation to maximum peak
input acceleration and the type of subsoil. It seems, however, the preferring the seismic response
spectra approach meets to boundaries of its principle and in cases of higher seismicity the results
obtained are unrealistic. Nowadays, when FEM calculation codes are available in design offices , we
can seriously consider the wider applications of calculations in time domain using either modal
analysis method or direct numerical integration method. Therefore, it is purposing to estimate firstly
the structure type, seismicity degree, foundation and soil characteristics and then reconsider the
calculation procedure to be applied. The seismic response at larger seismic loading is highly
recommended to be solved in time domain. In such case, we are able to introduce necessary
non-linearity into calculation and to follow eventually suppress the conditions for origination of
undesirable deformations and stresses of any kind. The influence of the embedment of the
foundation has its importance. It is already incorporated into standards and guides and it can
be applied in practice. The results show cases of improvement in total seismic behaviour of subsoil
and the reduction of seismic vulnerability of structures. Structural improvements, seismic isolation
and different response reduction systems serve to improve the seismic behaviour of technology and
structures with successive vibration modification.

Bratislava, July 1995
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